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1. Introduction
Let ai,…,ak be a set of positive integers with gcd(ai,‥,ak) - 1.
We say that an integer n is N-dependent on {ai,‥ ,ak; if there exist positive
integers x; (1≦i≦k) such that
(1) n-xiai+ - +xkak.
The problem of Frobenius consists in determining the largest integer which
is not N-dependent on{ai,…,ak}. We denote the number by F(ai,…,ak).
We treat in this paper the problem for k - 3. It must be noted the result
obtained in this paper gives a prototype of a general theory for the problem of
Frobenius. But even in case k - 4, many new phenomena are observed, and we
need further investigations. The case k - 4 will be treated elsewhere.
The starting point of our investigation is that of Johnson [4] and of Brauer-
Shockley [1]. And we refer to the paper of Davison [2] which has a close
relation with our result. The paper gives also a survey of the current
investigations. For the general background of the problem, we refer to
Erdos-Graham [3] pp.
Now we explain the contents of this paper. Let N and Z mean as usual. And
(al(…,ak) means the gcd (ai,… ,ak). We take three positive integers a, b and
c with (a, b, c) - 1. Let F (a, b, c) be the Frobenius number, which will be
noted in some places simply by F.
In § 2, we reconstruct the discussion of Brauer-Shockley [1] from a somewhat
different standpoint. We first ascertain Theorem 1 which is the main result of
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[仕It asserts, in brief, F - Max (Fi , F2) where F; 's are determined by {a,
b, c}. ( For k - 4, if the situation is normal, we obtain F by comparing six
numbers F; (1≦i≦6). Note that 6 - (4-1)! and 2 - (3-1)!. But as noted
above, new phenomena appear even in case k - 4, and the cardinality 6
considerably varies according to the proportions of a; (1≦i≦ 4).)
In§3, Theorem 2 gives formulas which represents a, b, c and F by using six
positive integers bi , Ci (1≦i≦3). ( Conversely starting from {a, b, c} , we
obtain b; , c; (1≦i≦3) by aid of the algorithm given by Davison [2].)
In§4, we apply above results to study F/(abc)I/2 - ♂(a, b, c). We express
♂ as afunction ofthreeparameters (p, q, r) withO ^ p ^ l. O ^ q ^ l and
0 <Cr <C 1. We obtain a precise knowledge about the value of ♂ including the
inequalityO ^>y3. (This inequality is given by Davison [2].)
In§5, we continue the study by drawing curves ♂ (p, q, r) - const. Those
Figures show that ♂ remains rather small as anticipated in [2]. ( But we could
not give a proof of the conjectures given in §4 of [2].)
2.F-Max(Fi,F2)
Let a, b, c ∈ N with (a, b, c) - 1. We start with two usuful Lemmas which
are given by Johnson [4J.
Lemma 1 ( Johnson [4] Theorem 1). The Frobenius number F(a, b, c) is N-
dependent on any of{b, c},{c, a} and{a, b}
Proof. SinceF + aisN-dependenton{a, b, c},wehaveF + a - xa +
yb+zcwith(x,y,z) N3 Ifx>1,thenF-(x-1)a+yb+ zc.It
contradicts the definition of F. Thus x - 1. Namely we have F - yb + zc.
The same reasoning works for{c, a} and{a, b主
Lemma 2 ( Johnson [4] Theorem 2). Let (b, c) - d > 1. 27ien we have F
(a,b, c) - dF(a,b/d,c/d).
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Proof. Weputb - b'dandc - cd.ByLemmal,weputF - yb + zcwith
(y, z) ∈ N2. Thus F - dCyb'+zcl). We put F'- F/d , and show the relation
F'- F(a, b', c'). First we ascertain that F'is not N-dependent on{a, b¥ c'
}.IfF'-ua+vb'+we'with(u,v,w) ∈N3,thenF-dF'-uda+vb+
we. It contradicts the definition of F. Next we take n ∈ N with n > F¥ Here
nd>F. Thuswehavend-xa+yb+zcwith(x,y,z) ∈ N3.Andthe
relation d |b and d I c implies dIx. Therefore we obtain the relation n -
(x/d) a + yb'+ zc'. These two properties assert F'- F (a, b', c').
As is wellknown, if a is N-dependent on{b, c} , we have F (a, b, c) - a 4-
be. By virtue of this fact and of Lemma 2, we may hereafter impose the
following condition on {a, b, c}
(#) a, b, c are coprime positive integers and none of a, b, c does not
N-dependent on the other two members.
Note that the second condition of (#) implies
(*) a,b, ≧2.
Our aim of this § is to characterize F among the numbers which satisfy the
property stated m Lemma 1. As noted in §1, the discussion of this § owes
much to Brauer-Shockley. We introduce the following terminology and
notation:
We call a form of the following type (2) is a 0-form.
(2) xa+yb+zc-0 with (x,y,z)∈Z3.
We consider the set (x, y, z) of (2) as a vector and denote it as w - (x, y, z).
We frequently call (2) as a O-form (x, y, z) or a 0-form w. We put
(3) W-{(x,y,z)∈Z3: ax+by+cz-0}.
Lemma3. We take{a, b, c} with (#) andW as (3). ThenW makes a Z-
module of rank 2. As a base system ofW, we can choose vx - (1,-v, w) and
v2 (0, c,-b) which satisfy the following (4).
(4) 0<v<candO<w<b.
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Conversely the vector system {vi , v2} is determined uniquely by (4).
Proof. The first assertion of Lemma is obvious. And (b, c) - 1 implies the
third assertion. Thus we consider the second assertion. Since (a, b, c)- 1,
there exist two numbers v, w ∈ Z for which a - bv - cw. By translating v
∫
modulo c,wemayassumeO<v<c. ( (a,c) - 1and (*) impliesv ≒ 0.)
Noww<COmeansatobeN-dependenton{b, c}, and (a, b) - 1 and (*)
impliesw ^ 0.ThuswehaveweN.Anda>OandO¥v<cimply w<C
b.
Now we introduce the following two sets of 0-forms.
(5) B-{(x,-y,z):Ⅹa-yb+zc-0 and x,y,z∈N)
C-{(x,y,-z):xa+yb-zc-0 and x,y,z N}
Lemma4. (i)Wetakeb-(bi,-b2,b3)∈Bandc- (ci c2 -Ca)
C for which
b2-Min y among (x,-y,z)GB,
c3-Min z among (x,y,-z)」C.
Then b arid c are determined uniquely by above conditions. And we have
(6) 2≦b2<Min(a,c)and2≦c3<Min(a,b).
(ii) {b, c) makes a basis system of W.
(近) Weput a-b+c. Leta-(ai,-a2,-a3).Thena;∈N.
(iv) The O-form a is characterized by the following property.
ai -Minxforwhichxa-yb-zc-Oand(x,y,z) ∈N3.
Proof. First we treat (i) for b. The number b2 is characterized as the
minimum value for which b2 b becomes N-dependent on {a, c}. By (.#), we see
b2 ≧ 2. And (4) implies b2 ≦ v <C c. Now interchanging c and a, we obtain
b2 <C a. Now assume that b2 b allows the following two expressions.
(7) b2b -bia+b3cwith bi ∈N,
一〈- J一一ヽ、一一.-ヽ一一.、
-D!a+b3cwith bx,b3∈N.
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Since (a, c) - 1,bi>cor bi>c. Let bi>c.Bythesamereasoningused
m Lemma 3, we have
(8) b-ta-uc with O<Ct<(c, 0<u¥a and t,u m N.
By (7) and (8), we obtain the following relation with coefficients in N :
(b2-Db- (bi-t)a+ (b3+u)c.
It contradicts the minimality of b2. Thus we obtain (i) for b. The same
reasoning works for c.
{.Proof of (ii)) We study properties of 0-form w by expressing it as w -
gvi + hv2with (g,h) ∈ Z2.Wedefinefbyf (w) - (g, h). Notethat
(9) gvi+hv2 -(g,-gv+ch, gw-bh).
And we use Figure 1 as an aid to the discussion. In the Figure, Q - (b, w),
R- (c,v), Px -f(b) - (gl,hi),P2-f(c) - (g,,h2)andP3-f(a)
(gs,h3).
Figurel.
For the explanation of Figure 1, we note the following two facts.
(a) Bythedefinition of b and c, wehave
hi/gi < w/b < < h2/gi
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(b) b is characterized by the property that the area of △ ORPi (- b,/2)
attains the minimum value among △ ORP with P ∈ f(B). (We denote by
△ ABC the area of triangle ABC.)
To ascertain (ii), we show that the parallelotope OPi Pa P2 contains no
latice points except the four vertices of it. Assume the existence of another
lattice point S - (g｡ , h｡). By virtue of symmetry of a parallelotope, we may
assume S ∈△ OPi P2. Furthermore by the minimality of b and c, we may
assume ∈△ OLi L2 where Li and L2 are the intersetions of PI P2 and two
lines iii and u2 respectively.
Now we separate into two cases.
(In case ≧ gi) We make the parallelotope OSP2 S'as in Figure 1. Let
S'- (g¥ h'). Since OS is contained in △ OLi L2 , we have
(10) △OQS'≦△OQP2ォb/2).
Notethatexceptthecase gi -g2 -g｡,g'-gi -go>0.Letg >0.
Then S'is in f(C) and the minimality of P2 and the uniqueness of c induce
S'- P2andS - O. Nextwetreatthecasegi - g2 - g｡.Thenhi<.ho
h2. Hence S'- (0, h2-h｡). Thus 2 △ OS'Q - b(h2 - h｡). It contradicts (10).
( In case gi > g2 ) We make parallelotope OS'Pi S. Here the same reasoning
works and we get (ii).
We note here the following relation which is equivalent to (ii).
(ll) glh2-g2hi-1.
( Proof of (iii)) If P3^ f(B), it contradicts the minimality of b2. And also
we see P3 症 f(C). Thus we ascertain that P3 does not lie on ui. Since (b,
w) - 1,P3∈ui meansP3- (tb,tw)witht∈N.Thusgi +g2 - tb and
hi+h2-tw.By(ll)wehave(tb- )h2-g2(tw-h2) -t(h2b-g2w)
- 1. Thus c3 - 1, which contadicts (6). The same reasoning works for u2 and
we get (iii).
( Proof of (iv)) We put
A-{(x,-y,-z):ax-by-cz-0,(x,y,z)e N3,y<b2,z<c3}
Notethat (iii) shows a e A. Lettwoelements (x; , -y; , -zj (i - 1, 2) be
in A. Here we show that
(12) xiキx2 and Xi>x2 impliesyi,>y2and zi,>z2
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Let Xi≧x2 andmaketheO-form (xi-Ⅹ2, -yi+y2 Zi+z2) -X.
IfXi - x2,then (b, c) - 1 implies yi Y2 ≧ c, which contradicts the
property 1 ≦ yi<Cb2<Cc. Thuswehavexi>x2. Since xisaO-form, at
least one of
(13) -yi+y2 ,-Zi+z2
is negative. But if exactly one of (13) is negative, it contradicts the minimality
of b or c. Thus we obtain (12).
Next we assume the existence of a - (a - -a3) in A for which
ノヽ 〈






And for (y, z) in N2 , we define
H(y,z) - by + cz.
Lemma 5. (i) { H(y, z) : (y, z) e V } makes a complete residue system
modulo a.
(ii) Take (yo , zo) 」 V. Then H(yo , zo) is the minimum among
{H(y,z) :H(y,z) =H(y｡,z｡) (moda), (y,z) ∈N2 }.
Proof. We say two lattice points (yi , z;) (i - 1, 2) to be congri↓ent if
H(yi , zj ≡ H(y2 , z2) (mod a). We consider the following three translations
of lattice points.
Si(y,z)-(y-b2,z+b3), S2(y,z)-(y+C2 -c),
S3(y,z) - (y-a2 -a3).
As easily seen, these three relations satisfy
Si (y,z) iscongruentto (y,z) and H(y, z) >H(S; (y,z)) (1 ≦ i ≦ 3).
Hence for a lattice point of N2 - V, we obtain a congruent point with a
smaller H-value by operating a suitable Si. Since H-value is a positive integer
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for (y, z) ∈ N2 , this process terminates at some point of V.
Next assume that two points (yi , Zi) and (y2 , z2) of V are conguruent. We
have
(14) (yi-y2)b+(zi-z2)c-xa with Z.
Now (6) implies that none of the coefficients of (14) cannot be 0. Thus we may
assume x J> 0 and there are the following three possibilities.
(A)yi>y2,zi>z2(B)yi<y2,Zi>z2 (C)yi>y2,Zi<z2.
Here (B) or (C) contradicts the minimality of b or c. And the impossibility of
(A) follows from (12) and the minimality of a.
Now we state Theorem 1 which is the main theorem of [1]
Theorem 1. Let a, b and c e N an,d satisy (#). Notations being as above,
wehave F(a, b, c) - Max (H(b2 ,a3),H(a2 , c3)).
Proof. We put M - Max H(y, z) for (y, z) e V. Then by the convexity of
H,wehaveM - Max (H(b2 ,a3),H(a2 , c3)). WeshowF(a, b, c) - M. First
assumeM-xa+yb+zcwith (x,y,z) eN3. ThenM -xa-H(y,z),
which contradicts (ii) of Lemma 5. 0n the other hand for n > M, we can
choosex∈ Nsothatn - xa- H(y｡,z｡) with (y｡,z｡) ∈ V.Thusn - xa
+yob+zoc.
3. Expression of a, b, c and F with six parameters.
Lemma6.Letb - (bi, -b2,b3) andc - (ci , c2 , -c3) bethe vectors
determinedfrom{a, b, c) with (#) as in §2. Then we have
(15) -b2c3-b3c2,b-bic3+b3Cl -bic2 + b2Ci
Proof. The assertion of Lemma 5 implies that the cardinality of the lattice
points of V is a. Thus we have the first relation of (15). We note here the
symmetric nature of a given in (iv) of Lemma 5. Namely by starting from
{b,a,c},weobtainO-forms (a2 -ai,a3) and (c2,Ci -c3) whichplay
On the linear diophantine problem of Frobenius
aroleofb and c statedin §2. Henceweobtain
b-aic3-a3Ci-(bi+Ci)c3-Ci(c3-b3)-bic3+Cib3
The relation (15) for c follows with a similar reasoning.
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AsshowninLemmas4and6,b - (bi, -b2, b3) and c - (ci, c2, -c3)
made from {a, b, c} with (#) satisfies the following (白).
(日) bi C;∈N, (h,Ci)-1 (1≦i≦3), b2>c2 and c3>b3
We show here the set{b, c} is characterized by (日).
EJ U U U
Lemma7. Take{a.,b,c} with(#). Let b -(bi,-b2) b3) and c -
EJ EJ EIZI EJ
(ci, c2, -c3) satisfy the following (日).
〈 〈 〈 〈 〈 〈 〈 〈 〈














〈 〈 〈 〈 〈 〈 〈 〈
b-bic3+b c-bic2+b
proof. It is an easy calculation to see that b and c are 0-forms for {a,










- a implies the relation
(16) sv tu-1.
Gさ
By (日), we obtain the following eight inequalities.
(A) sbi + tci>0 (B)tc2<sb2 (C) sb3>tc3
(D) ubi + vci>0 (E)vc2>ub2 (F) ub3<vc3
(G) sb2 - tc2>vc2- ub2
(H) vc3 - ub3>sb3- tc3
By (B), s ≦ 0 implies t ¥ 0, which contradicts (A). Thus we have s > 0. By
a similar way, we have v > 0. Thus (16) implies tu ≧ 0. We consider
separating according the signatures of t and u.
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(t-o) Lett-0.Then(16)impliess -v - 1.By(G), (1 +u)b2>c2
Hence u ≧ 0. 0n the otherhand (E) and (日) induces u ≦ 0. Namely u - 0.
(u - 0) Bythesamereasoning,weobtains - v - 1 andt - 0.
(t>O,u>o) Now (C) and (白) implys>t.And (E) and (日) inducev
>u.
Thus sv tu ≧ (t + l)(u + 1) -tu ≧ 3, which contradicts (16).
(t<O,u<o) Weput-t-t'and-u-u¥From(G)and(H),weget
(17) (s-u)>(v-t')(c2/b2)>(s-u')(b3c2/b2ca).
By (fc|), weseel >b3c2/b2c3>0.Thus (17) impliess>u'andv>t¥
Since tu - tV, these inequalities contradict (16).
Thusweseetheonlypossiblecaseiss - v - 1, andt - u - 0.
Remark. From numerically given{a, b, c} with (#), we obtain bi , d ( 1≦
i≦3) by using the Davison's algorithm given in [2J. Strictly speaking, it gives
a method to obtain b2 , b3 , c2 , c3 and F. As easily seen,
bi - (b2b - b3c)/a and Ci - (c3c - c2b)/a.
Theorem 2. We take six numbers b; , c; (1≦i≦3) which satisfy (日). Then
{a, b, c} given by (15) satisfy (#) except the condition (a, b, c) - 1. In case
(a,b,c) - 1,wehaveF(a,b,c) - Max(Fi,F2) where
Fi-bib2c3+bic2c3+Cib2c3-bic2ba
F2-bib2c3+Cib2b3+Cib2c3-Cic2b3
Proof. We assume (a, b, c) - 1, and show that the set {a, b, c) satisfy the
other conditions of (#). Assume (b, c) > 1, and take a prime p for which
(b,c).
ノヽ 〈
(Casel) Ifp | bi,then pIbimplies c3… - biCib3(modp)with b
u EJ
forwhich bibi- 1 (modp). AndpIcimplies c2 - - bib2Ci(modp).
These two relations imply p I a. It contradits (a, b, c) - 1.
(Case2) Ifplbi , then (bi , Ci) - 1 andpIbimplyplb3. Similarly
plb2. ThuswehavepIa.
Hence we see (b, c) - 1. Similar reasoning works for the other pairs
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Next we show that a cannot be N-dependent on{b, c}. Let a - tb + uc
with (t,u) ∈ N2. Substitutingthisrelationto bia - b2b + b3c - 0, we
have (b2 - bit)b - c(b3 + biu).Now(b,c) - 1implies b2 ≡ bit (modc).
And noting b2 > bi t, we get a contradiction to (6). We obtain the desired
property for the other pairs by a symmetric reasoning.
The other assertions of Theorem follows easily from Lemma 7 and Theorem
1.
4. Properties of F/(abc)1/2
In [2], the author pro寸ed the inequality F/Cabc)1 ≧V3. We put
(18) 6 (a,b,c) -F(a,b,c)/(abc)1/2 , 6,- F,/(abc)1/2 (i- 1,2).
We introduce three parameters (p, q, r) so that
(19) p(bi+Ci)-bi, qb2-c2, c3(1-r)
Nowby(日),wesee (p,q,r) ∈E where
E-{(p,q,r): 0<p<1,0<q<1,0<r<1主
By Theorem 2, we have
βi(a,b,c) - (1 + pqr)/S(p,q,r),
(20) 62(a,b,c) - (1+ (1-p)(l-q)(l-r))/S(p,q,r)
where S(p,q,r) -{(1 -p +pq)(l - q + qr)(l- r + rp)}.1/2
Inthis § weusethreeexpressions βi (a, b, c), ∂i (p, q, r) and βi (P)
where (a,b,c) ∈ N3, (p,q, r) ∈ E and P - (p, q, r) respectively. (We
think there is no fear of ambiguity.)
We fix p - α and let (q, r) run through the following S(α):
S(α)-{(q,r):0≦q≦1,0≦r≦1, p-α).
(We let S (α) contain the boundary of it for the convenience of our discussion.)
We name the four vertices of S (α) as follows.
A-(0,0), B-(1,0), C-(1,1), D-(0,1).
Note that (20) has a symmetry with respect to
(p,q,r) - (1-p,1-q,1-r).
Thus we may restrict our research to α which satisfies
(21) 0<α ≦1/2.
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Fact 1. Weput L(α) sothat
(22) L(a) -{(q,r)∈S(a) :r- (1-a)(l-q)/(l-a-q+2qa)}
Then for (q, r) ∈ S(α),
e1 - ifandonlyif (q,r) G L(a).
Fact 2. L(α is a convex curve in S(α) which links B and D. And it divides
S(α) into two domains D; (α) (i - 1, 2) for which
6-0iifandonlyif (q,r) <E D;(a).
We first study the value of ♂ for (q, r) ∈ L(α).
Fact 3. We obtain
(23) 6- (1 -q+ aq)/{(l- a+qa)(l -q)a}1/2 for(q,r)GL(a).
Under some calculations, we see that the value of (23) takes its minimum value
2(1 -a+a2Y/2 at the point To (a) where
(24) T｡(a) - ((1 -2a +2a2)/(¥ -a+2a2),(1-a)/(2-3a+2a2)).
Notethat βCD) - l/(α-α!)1/2and ♂(B) - ∞
Next we investigate the values of ♂ in Di (α). We see that (21) implies
∂01/∂qJ>O for(q,r)∈Di. And∂Ol/∂r-0 at r-(2q-1)/
q(2 -α). Weput
(25) Tx(a)-(¥/(1+a), (1-a)/(2-a)).
Fact4. Ti(a) ∈L(a). And ∂01/∂r-0 at Forq｡with q｡>
1/(1 +a), thepoint Qo- (qo, (2qo - 1)/qo (2 -a)) isinDi (a). AtQo
wehave ∂01/∂r -Oand 6(Q｡) -2{q｡/(I -a+ q｡a)}
For the behaviour of ♂ in D2 (α), we study it by starting from a point of
L(α) and moving along a line r - const. By calculating ∂ β2/∂q, we obtain
the following analogous result to Fact 4.
Fact5. AtTi (a) of(25), ∂02/∂q - 0.Andforr｡<(1 -a)/(2-a),
thepointRo - ((a+ ro-aro)/(l - ro)(1 +a),ro)isin D2(a). AtRe
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,d62/dq-0 and 62(Ro) -2{(1 -ro)/(l-ro+aro)}1/2.Andweput
So- (qi,(α+qi-qiα)/(l-α+ ql - qlα)) forqi< (1-2α)/(l-α).
Thenwe see dG2/dr - 0 atSo, and 62 (So) - 2{(1-a)/(l-a+qia)}1/2
(The role of these three points Q｡ , R｡ and S｡ is illustrated in Figure 2.)
Next we consider the values of ♂ at the boundary of S(α). The values at
the four vertices are given by
(26) 9 (A) - (2 -a)/(l -a)1/2, 6>(B) -∞ (C) - (1+aWa,
♂ (D) - l/(α-α2y/2
Now it is rather an easy task to obtain the following fact.
Fact6. (0≦q≦1,r-1) Wehaveβ-♂ -(1+qα)/(α(1-α+
qα)} 1/2. Starting from ♂(D), ♂ increses as q increases, and reach ♂(C).
(q-1,0≦r≦1)Inthiscase, ♂-β1- (1+ar)/{r(l-r+αr)}1/2
Starting from ♂(C), ♂ decreases with decreasing r, and takes the minimum
value 2 at r - 1/(2 -a). After that 0 increases and tendto - ( -0(B)).
(q-0,0≦r≦i) e- e2-(2-a-r+ra)/{(l-a)(l-r+ra)}1/2
Starting from ♂(A), ♂ decreses and take the minimum value 2 at r - α/
(1-α). After that ♂ increases to βCD).
(0 ≦ q≦ 1,r -0) 6-02- (2-a-q+ qa)/{(l-q)(l-a+qa)}1/2
Starting from ♂(A), ♂ decreases and take the minimum value 2 at q - α/
(1+α). After that ♂ mcreses to -
Collecting above facts we see first that the minimum value of ♂ in S(α) is
2(1 -a+a2)1/2 - 6 (T｡ (a)). Thustheminimumvalue of 6 in E is V3
taken at (1/2, 1/2, 1/2). But strictly speaking, p - q - r - 1/2 induces
a - b - c - 3, and it contradicts (#). Thus we obtain the inequality
(a,b,c)>市‾ for {a,b,c} with(#).
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5. Curves C (β)
To visualize the nature of ♂ in S(α), we consider the curve
C(β) -{(q,r)∈S(α): ♂(α,q,r) - β} forβ ≧2(1-α+α2M/2
The shape of C(β) in S(a) varies according to the values of β Here we give
Figure 2 which illustrates curves C(β) for α - 1/3 and several β s. ( We
think it may aid in understanding our discussion.)
(i) C(β) - T｡ for β - 2(1 -a+a2V/2 As β increasesfromthat, C(β)
makes a curve which encircles To. On the curve, some of Qo , Ro and So
appear as shown m Figure 2.
(ii) As indicated in Fact 6, the first critical phenomenon appears at jS - 2.
The curve C(2) makes a closed curve which contains three points (0,α/(I -
α)) - S｡, (α/(I +α),0) - Roand(1,1/(2 -α)) - Qo ontheboundary
of S(α). (Figure 3 illustrates the curves C(2) for α- 1/2, 1/4 and 1/10.)
(iii) As β exceeds 2, thecurveC(β) D
splits to 3 (or less) curves. We name
the curves as shown in Figure 4.
The cardinality and shape of d (β)
depends on the order of magnitude of
the four numbers ♂(A), ♂(C), ♂(D)
and β.
( The behaviour of Ci (β) )
Forβ with2< β < ♂(A),Ci(β)is
a curve which links the following two












( The behaviour of C2 (β) )
For β with 2 <β , c2 (β) is a curves which links the following two points
2(2-αXI-α)+(2α-1)β2+β抑
2((1-aY+aF)
AndittendstoBas β - ∞
( The behaviour of C3 (β) )
For β with 2 < β < βCD), C3 (β) is acurveas showninFigure4, which






( The behabiour of c3 (β) )
〈
For β with ♂(D) < β < ♂(C) , thecurveoftype c3 (β) appears, which
links the following two points :
2(α2+(トーα)β2)
And for β with β > ♂(C), this curve disappears.
Fact 7. As shown above, for β > (1 +a)/存there appears C2 (β) only.
It means that the value of ♂ remains, as anticipated by the author of [2], in
a reasonable zone for most of {a, b, c} with (#). But we failed answering
the conjectures stated in [2]. (We need more precise knowledge of the
distributionof (p, q, r) of{a, b, c)with Max (a, b, c) <n and (a, b, c)
-1.)
On the linear diophantine problem of Frobenius
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